LIMITED TIME OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME A FOUNDER…

Join the others whose names are listed here by becoming a Founder of the Puyallup Fair Foundation.

Can be designated for a specific Foundation project or Tax deductible in accordance with IRS regulations Payable over 1-5 years Minimum level for Founder status: pledge of $5,000 Limited Time Opportunity

TO BECOME A FOUNDER…

• Payable over 1-5 years
• Minimum level for Founder status: pledge of $5,000
• Founders will be inscribed on a permanent recognition wall
• Only available through September, 2009

Join the others whose names are listed here by becoming a Founder of the Puyallup Fair Foundation.
Dear Friends:

By all accounts, 2008 was an extraordinary year. The 108th anniversary of the Fair saw the birth of the new Puyallup Fair Foundation. The Fair Board created a foundation in order to enhance the Fair’s long-standing commitment to education, community service, and the well-being of the Fair itself. Clearly, the community has embraced this mission.

Looking back, the kick-off event on April 18th revealed an enthusiasm for the brand new Foundation even beyond what we had imagined. That night, at our first public event, we were able to announce that more than $650,000 had been given or pledged to the new Foundation. We were off and running…

Since then things have not slowed down. We have been busy developing our new Traveling Farm Project, assembling a video/book dedicated to the personal stories associated with the Fair and continuing to generate and distribute scholarship funds to worthy high school graduates. You’ll find details of these projects in the highlights.
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Clearly, the community has embraced this mission. The cornerstone of this project is a multifunctional vehicle providing clean, dry and interactive learning areas. ADA compliant, the vehicle will be able to service not only local schools, but also hospitals and events such as the Special Olympics, street fairs and farmer’s markets. A covered area will allow children to listen to live farm animals.

The Traveling Farm is a pig-squealing, bull-calming approach to teaching the local and global importance of farming, land preservation, environmental stewardship and good nutrition.

Traveling Farm Endowment
In order to ensure that the Traveling Farm project will remain viable for decades to come, the Foundation has established an endowment. Funds will provide for teaching staff, operational costs, maintenance, preservation and continuous quality improvement.

TRAVELING FARM PROJECT
With the invaluable support of the Puyallup School District, we are well on our way to completing this first-rate project that will bring agricultural education to area high schools in grades 9 through 12.

Puyallup — at no cost to children throughout western Washington — at no cost to children throughout western Washington.

None of this would have been possible without the extraordinary support, encouragement, leadership and contributions of so many. Please accept our heartfelt thanks, and stay tuned for more information.

Kent Stojek, CEO
Jerry Larson, Chairman of the Board
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